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CHAPTER I 
RESEARCH 
CHAPTER r · 
RESEARCH 
The Impo~tance of Reading: '~eading is a highly valued 
.. 
aid to lea~ning.rr1 It is so valuable that ]'/[cKee has stated: 
The ability to ~ead intelligently is so 
i mportant as an educational tool that the 
doors of much learning are closed and important 
educational opportunitie~ are lost to the pupil 
who does not possess it. 
He has fur ther stated that re ading is· frequently 
considered the most important subject in t he elementary 
school curr iculum and that t he pupil who can and. will read 
possesses an essential tool with which much of his. formal 
3 
education can be attained. 
Not only is reading one of the most important 
school subjec.ts, it is also the subje.ct which causes many 
difficulties. 
Reading is both the most important and 
most troublesome subject in the elementary 
school curriculum. It is most important 
since it is a tool the mastery of which is 
essential to the learning of nearly every 
other school subject. It is most trouble-
some since pupils fail in reading far more 
frequently than in any othe·r elementary 
skili. 4 
1Betts, Emmett A., Foundations of Reading 
Instruction. Boston: Americ an Book Company 1941) p. 3. 
2McKee, Paul, Reading and Literature in the 
Elementary Schpol. Boston: Houghton Mi f flin Company,l934 p.37 
3.Ibid., p. 17. 
4.Gates, Arthur I., The Improvement of Reading. 
New York: Macmillan Company, 1950. p. 1. 
rrRea d.ing is a tool by· which the pupil is enabled. to 
learn much that the school has to offer. rr1 Without this 
tool the pupil is, in most cases, unable to mainta in his 
self- respect in the eyes of his fellow :pupils and is able 
to do les s and. less of his school work. 
It has been stated that: 
Reading is intimately connected with 
other language activities. and is one :part 
of a large group of c ommunication arts, 
arts ba sic2to man's pr ogress yesterday 
and today. 
According to prominent authorities: 
Too many youngsters daily get into 
trouble in developing reading ability 
despite the fact that reading is now 
better t aught than ever before. .Retarda-
tion in reading brings in its wake re-
t ardat ion in all activities scholastic, 
and, when the difficulty is s.evere and 
prolon~d., retardation in reading n 
achievement brings emotional d.istress.D 
Children v11h o have had a s cunei foundation of 
beginning - reading experiences make rapid improvement in 
the fourth., fifth, and sixth grades. 4 At the same time: 
1McKe e, op. cit. p. 36 . 
2Russel l, David II., Children Learn to Rea d. 
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1949 . p . 16. 
3Bond, Guy L. and Wagner, Eva Bond, Teaching 
Children to React. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950. :p.4. 
~~!cCullough, Constance r,t., S:trang , Ruth IVI., 
Traxler, Arthur E., Problems in the Impr ovement of Reading . 
New York: McGraw- Hill Book c·ompany, Inc., 1946. p. 88 . 
2 
It is freq_uently in the third or 
fourth grade that children who have 
failed to make the early learnings in 
the reading s.eq_uence dramatically show 
the effects of lack of reading develop-
ment in their· overall school achieve-
ment and. in other adjustments both in 
school and out.l. 
The ability to read. in pa rt,. depends on the: a bility 
of the :pupil to observe acc.ura tely and to ob-tain meaning 
from the printed symbol. 
The ability to read accurately and 
fluently hinges., in the final analysis, 
upon the correct obse.rvation. of words 
or combination of words and upon the 
degree of skill that ha s been atta ined. 
in having these printe<l language symbols 
suggest to the reader the meaning which 
they re:present.2 
By the time that a child reaches the third or fourth 
grade the ability to recognize individual words is normally 
3 
completed. 
In addition to correct observation of words and. an 
understanding of the words recognized, it is necessary to 
possess a key to unlock new '."l or ds. Bond and Wagner have 
stated that: 
1Bond. and Wagner, op. cit. p. 10. 
2B.ook, William F., rtThe Development of 
Higher Orders of Perceptual !Di bi ts in Rea d..ing," .Journal o:f 
Educational Research.V.21 1iarch 1930, pp. 161-176. 
3 . Ib~~ :p. 175. 
_I 
A. knowledge of the meaning o.f th.e 
words, be it ever so broad and ever so 
clear, will not ensure the recognition 
of that word from the printed symbol. 
There is, in addition to understanding 
the word, the need for a systematic 
attack upo~ the printed counterpart o:r 
that word. 
The progressive process through which a pupil travels 
from low recognition of letters to the selection of key 
sentences in a paragraph, is described in the following 
way by Book. 
. •• the matter of pera:el. Vl.ng and recognHang 
the printed language symbols is a progressive 
process which starts on a very low level with 
the recognition of letters and parts of words. 
At a later stage in learning, the reader can 
apprehend the meaning of' several words during 
one perceptual pause because he has learned 
to combine them into a phrase or sentence which 
he now is able to observe and interpret as a 
whole. At a still later stage, the most expert 
readers will select and observe only the key 
words in a sent~nce and the key sentences 
in a paragraph. 
The lack of two specific skills in reading seems to be 
one of the chief c.auses of reading disability, both in be-
ginning and more advanced reading . It has been concluded 
that: 
1 
Bond and Vfagne.r, op. cit. p. 224. 
2Book, op. ci.t. p. 224. 
4. 
========*==================================================-==============~===== 
The lack of auditory discrimination, 
that is, the power- to distinguish similari-
ties and differences in the sound of words, 
and the lack of visual discrimination, the 
power to distinguish similarities and differ-
ences in the visual form of words • • • appear 
to be two causes for confusion in beginning 
reading. Preliminary studies have shovm these 
skills can he t au ght and that specific exer .... 
cises to incr ease these skills he±p children 
who have been failing in reading. 
Murphy and .Tunkins have stated that ability in auditory 
analysis of word elements appears to be a primary factor 
. . . 2: in success in beg1nn1ng read1ng . Reading progress may be 
impeded by the lack of precision in the discrimination of 
3 
speech sounds. 
It is held by one author that differences in word per-
ception are f ound in great fre quency in persons with reading 
difficulties and that re ading without difficulty r -equires 
the a-Dili ty to perceive clearly the characteristic features 
of the words. 4 
Hoover said that: 
1Murphy, Helen A., nAn Evaluation of the 
Effect of Specific Training in Auditory and Visual D:iscrimin-
ation on Beginning Reading.'t: Doctor's Thesis, Boston 
Univers ity, 1943. p. 11. 
2~furphy, Helen A. and Junkins, Katherine 
M., nrncreasing the Ra te of Le arning in Fi rst Grade ,Reading," 
-...E'duca tion ,V.62 Sept. 1941 p. 37 - 39. 
3Monroe, Marion, Children 1lho Cannot Read. 
Chicago. University of Chicago Press, 1932. 
4Junkins, Kathryn lf., 11The Construction 
and Evaluation of Exercises f or Developing Visua l Discrimina-
tion in Beginning Reading.n Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1948. p. 6. 
========~~=========~~=-~~======~~-=====================~-=-==-===========9F======= 
One of the most serious causes of poor 
reading is faulty comprehension which comes 
about a s a result of difficulties with word 
recognition. Pu.pils· who show a generalized 
weakness in recognizfng V!Ords seem to make 
all kinds of errors. · 
Reading difficulties are not confined. to pupils in 
the low mentality groups. 
The fact that many children o·f normal 
mentality and g ood sensory e quipment fail 
to make normal progress in reading suggests 
that there are special abilities whic'h affect 
the learning rate. Two such special abilities 
appear to be audi t ory and visual discrimina-
tion.2 
In his chapter on aauses of Disability3:Durrell listed 
the following six difficulties which are related to word 
meaning and perception: 
failure to understand word meaning, 
inadequate perception of printed words, 
difficulties in quick recognition, 
difficulties in word analysis, in-
ability to distinguish phonetic elements, 
and difficulties in phra se reading·. 
In a study conducted. by McCallister two hundred seventy, 
seventh and eigh t graders were tested and eighteen were 
selected for further study. In nine of the cases serious 
deficiencies in word recognition were discovered. "Deficien-
cies of this ty:pe may be grouped under t wo heads: inac-curac ies 
lifo over, Floyd W. , rr·one C:ause of Poor· Read-
ing and Its Remedy,tt Elementary School J"ournal,V45 Ih.ay 1945, 
p. 14 . 
2MUrphy and Junkins, op. cit. p. D7. 
3nurrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic 
Reading Abilities, New York: World Book Cpm);Jany, 1940, p.289. 
--=-==11==== 
6 
in the recognition of familiar words and inability to cope 
with new words.n 1 
A childrs lack of precision in discrimination of complex 
visual patterns may impede progress in read.ing.2 Rowever·) 
essential the. ability to use configuration and. context clues 
in unlocking new words may be, unless a child. knows the 
sounds of letters he is hand.icapp ea.. 3 Rester has found. that 
There. is a rapid increase in (pho·netic) 
d.ifficul ties during the age levels corr·espond.-
ing to the second and. third. grades, with a 
maximum point be.ing reached. at the fourth 
and. fifth- grade levels a{ter which there 
is gradual t apering off. 
A.l though 11word. perceptio;n is basic in the complica t.ed 
but highly valuable process of· reading, n5 Durrell sta. tes 
that word. ana lysis is o:tten neglected. in reading and. that a 
child must have ability to get new words independ.ently. 6 
:M:cCallister, J ames Ivi ., ncharacter and Causes 
of Retardat ion in Readi ng Among Pupils of t he Seventh and. 
Ei ghth Grades, 11 Elementary School Journal, _ ·v. 31 Sept. 1930, 
p. 38. 
cul t ies in 
2]- . t v1.onr oe , op. ~ 
0Rester, Kathleen, nA s .tudy of Phonetic Diffi-
Reading,n Elementary School Journa l,V.43 Nov. 1.942 • . 
4 Ibid., p. 173. 
5 Gray, Willia m s. On Their Own in Reading, 
New York: Scott, Fore sman and Company, l941r:" 
6 Durrell, op. cit. p. 2.9. 
Improvement of Rea ding Abilities 
Authorities have s tate tt that nevery child who is 
capable of coming to school can be taught to read.n1 
Evidence seems to indica te tha t, with special help, this is 
true. Durrell has s a id that there is ample evidence . to in-
dicate the need for instruction. in word analysis, and that 
the majority of children are aided by speci~l practice to· 
increa se the accuracy and f luency of both visual and auditory 
perception of word elements. 2 
:tfu.rphy discovered that: 
It app ears that sex differences in 
reading a chievement disappear when specif ic 
training f or auditory and visual di~crimina­
ti on is given in beginning reading. · 
Be tts has stated that ot her things being equal, 
visual and auditory discr imination skills can be developed 
t hrough sys t ematic guidance based on individual needs. 4 
1fuen we begin t o give specif ic t ra in-
ing in word analysis, we should te a ch children 
t ha t careful scrutiny of the total word f orm 
is t he f i rst step in such analys is.5 
1 Bond and ·nagner , _op . cit. p . 16. 
2Durrell, op. cit. p. 98. 
3~;fu.rphy, op. cit. p. 78. 
4Bet ts, Emmett A., Foundation of Reading Inst r uc-
tion. Boston: American Book Company, 1946. p. 352. 
5Artley, A. Ste r l, nprinciples Applying to the 
Impr ovement of Spelling A.bili ty, n Elementary School Journal, 
\L4 9 Nov. 1948, p . 67. 
8 
In his thesis .A.comb said tha t auditory and visual 
factors are definitely interelated. with one anothe.r, each 
recalling the other automatically during the reading process~ 
This finding seems to be in agreement with Gray who has said 
that the first step in a program for developing phonetic 
analysis consists of training in auditory perception. The 
second step has to do with visual-auditory perception. 2 
As the ability to make visual discrimination between 
word forms is a basic reading a bility, efficient use of .. 
word form clues must be taught. That is, the skill o:r see-
ing likenessess and differences in words. Both BettE 3 and 
Gray4 include emphasis on visual (and auditory) discrimina-
tion in a developmental program. 
The conclusions reache ·i by Crossley in her d.isentation 
were that mental age being equal, the groups with better 
auditory discrimination were more successful in beginning 
5 reading. She said tha t: 
l A.comb, Alan, rtA Study of the Psychologica l 
Factors in Reading and Spelling,rt Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1936. 
2 Gray, op. cit. p. 95. 
3Betts, ~· cit. p . 348 
4Gray, op. cit. p. 67. 
5
crossley, Beatrice Alice, nAn Evaluation of 
the Effect of Lantern Slides on Auditory and Visual Discrim-
ination of ~Vord Elements." Doctor t s Thesis, Boston 
University, 1948. p. 129. 
9 
In general, children who ha d higher 
scores in auditory discrimination attained 
higher scores in reading, even though 
they1were equal on the basis of mental age. 
In a series of exer·cises planned by Junkins to train 
children to see similarities and diff'er·ences in words and 
word elements, the -experimental group was superior to the 
contr ol group, despite the fact that the control group wa s 
27.02 as compared with 34.17 for the experimental group. It 
was through specific teaching that the ab ility to see like-
nesses and differences improved. 
The visual discrimination exercises 
improved the rate of learning new words. 
The mean number of words learned by the 
control group was 2 .76 as compar~d with 
4.41 for the experimental group. 
Through a study of learning and retention Meek learned 
that the ab ility to recognize words depended upon the forma-
tion of certain perceptual habits. 
Word perception depends to a l arge extent 
upon the ability to select certain characteris-
tics of a word by which it may be recognized, 
the characteristic used t o identify the words 
frequently varying with the situation in which 
the word occurs. The ability to recognize 
words by such characteristics as length, 
general configuration, peculiar shape of a 
letter and the like, depends upon ~he forma-
tion of certain perceptual hab its. 
lrbid, p. 135. 
2 Junkins, o:p. cit. 
3tvieek, Lois, nA Study of Learning and Retention 
in You.ng Children.n C.ontributions to Education, No. 164, 
Tea chers College, Columbia University, New York, 1925. 
==========~F====·--===============================================================~IF======== 
It is necessary to be sure that the child is not 
confused in r.ecogniti.on of lower. case letters, both as to 
name and sound, as an ear for sound will not help in learn-
ing t .o read if' this confusion exists. Ires·ter has stated: 
That there is a definite lack of 
knowledge of letter sounds may be 
evidenced by a comparison of the 
total number of errors on letter 
names with the total on letter 
sounds. vVhile 196 errors were made 
on lower-case names, 755 mistakes, 
or approximately four times as many, 
were made because the sounds either 
were given incorrectly or were 
totally unknown. This fact is in-
deed significant in the planning· 
of a reading program.l 
Gray has also emphasized. the need fo-r a knowledge of 
the sounds we use in order to make use o-f :phonetia analysis 
as an aid to word perception. 
To get the sound of many types 
of words from their printed. forms, 
the child must be able to associa.te 
appr·opriate. sound.s with consonant 
and vowel symbols and to blend 
these sounds into pronounceable: 
units or syllables.2 
It is to be expected that in the middle grad.es (four, 
five, and six) the pupils will do much reading. 
1 Hester, op. cit. p. 172. 
2 
· Gray t a p • cit • p • 91 • 
In general boys and g i r ls of t his 
period {nine to eleven years) enjoy a 
hea l thy, vigorous life . ••• The development 
of f iner co-or dination and resistance to 
f a tigu.e means tha t childr en of t his age 
group can read longer· and ;,vi th greater 
skill than t hey were capable of doing 
pre.viously. This ability, linked with 
their good health and other activities, 
means tha t t he periocl is one in which 
the child does a large amount of reading 
if ma terials a r e aacessible.l 
Because it is thought that child.ren have developed 
atti~de s which will lead them to re a d extensively, Witty ex-
pla ins that f ormal ins t ruction in silent reading is usually 
discont i nued by t he fifth grade. 
The fa ilur e of the t ypical reading program 
to a ccomp l ish these objec t ives is revealed 
b.y the decre as·e in reading among older 
elementary school pupils, and by the inade-
qua te skills and needlessly slow reading 
of many u pp er elementary and high sch.ool 
pupils. 2 
Althou gh the development of finer co-ordination and 
r es istance to f atib'Ue implies tha t middle gr a de pupils a re 
ca pa ble of doing· extensive rea ding, author ities have re-
vealecl a decre ase in rea ;J_ing . Inadequa te skills and slow 
r a tes of r eading a r e found. in pupi l s of the upper elementa ry 
and. high s chool age. In order to determine the specia l needs 
of the pupils. of the middle gra d.es, test should be available 
to t he class room teacher. However: 
Russell, David. H., Children Le a:r;n to Rea d.. 
Boston: Ginn and. Company , 194 9 p . 61. -
2w1tty , Paul, 11Reacl ing Retardation in t he 
Secondary School, n Journal of Experimenta l E"cluca t i on ,V.l5 
June, 19 47. 
2 
None. o:f the reading test.s :provided. an 
accurate index to the levels at which 
reading instructi.on should be initiated 
for the low achievers. For example, 
eleven :per cent of the :pupils in • • • 
(a) fifth grade experienced difficulty 
in typical third-grade reading activities, 
but only one of the standardized tests 
used placed these :pupils below third 
grade.l 
None of the popular standardized tests are useful for 
determining reading disabilities. 
The comrnonly used standardized 
test is of value for certa in purposes, 
such as t o discover the range of 
achievement in certain phases of 
reading. However, su.ch tests in-
dicate little concerning detailed 
reading abilities and faults and 
they should not be relied on as a 
full guide for directing instrQct~on, 
especially f o.r individua l pupils. ·~ 
Therefore, for the purpose of discovering those middle 
gra de pupils who are lacking in visual and auditory discrim-
ina tion (bas ic reading ab ilities), a group diagnostic test 
has been constructed. Through this group test it is hoped. 
to discover those children who need instr uction in visual 
and auditory discrimination, the lack of which is a major 
cause of reading disability. This is now discovered by the 
time consuming process of individual diagnostic tests. 
1Betts, Emmett A., nReading Pr o blems at t he 
Intermediat e Grade Level, rr Elementary School .Tournal, V..71D 
June, 1940. 
2 Durrell, op. cit. pp. 18-19. 
''3 1_ 
CHAPTER II 
PURPOSE AND PROCEDURES 
CH.A.PTER II 
PURPOSE AND PROCEDURES 
A. Purpose: Since visual and. aud.itory d.ifficulties 
occur most fre quently as the reason for failures in reading , 
the purpose of this stud.y was to construct a.nd. evalua te a 
group d.iagnostic test of word analysis for· gra des four, five., 
and. six. The results of the test were to be compared with 
the scores on a standard reading test for the purpose of 
determining whether there was corr·elati.on. 
B. Description of the Tes t: 
l. Part One - Visua l Discrimination 
Part ene of the group diagnos t ic test was a test 
of visua l discrimination. A series of t wenty words were 
shown separately to the groups tes ted . The words were 
printed o-n oak tag cards twenty inches long and. three inches 
wid.e. The height of short letters was 1! inches, while the 
tall letters or thDse going below the line were 2 1/2 inches 
tall. Experience has proved that printing of this size may 
be r ead. by all pupils in an ord.inary schoolroom provided that 
those with eye difficulties are suitably seated.. The word.s 
on the cards wer e r eal words which were not expected to be 
in the reading vocabulary of the middle grade pupil. 
The pupil had as his par·t of the visua l discrimination 
test a series of twenty gr oups o:f five words ea ch. Each 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
demountabel 
erubite 
smitherens 
obesity 
daiphragm 
Test One 
Visual Discrimination 
demountable demountble 
erudiet rudite erudite 
smitherrens smithereens 
obecity obbesity obesitee 
demuontable demounttable 
errudite 
sitnthereens simereens 
obseity 
diaphargm biaphragm diafragm diaphragm 
plhegm phlegm phlemg phllegm bhlegm 
- -
monocline no no cline momocline monociline monoclline 
wisteria wisttaria wistaria westaria wistarie 
etoplasm ectoblasm ectoplazm ectaplasm ectoplasm 
kiaak . kaika kaiak kaeak kaial 
========~-=-=-==-~~-=-============================================-~~~=-====~!======== 
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group of words contained. one of the vvord.s shown on the cards. 
The remaining four words were· mis-spellings. of the word sholivn. 
Similar appearing letters were substituted., the order of the. 
lett.ers \Vas transposed., a single letter was doubled or a 
double letter vrri tten singly, and part of the word, in some 
cases, omitted.. Changes were made at the beginning, middle, 
and end of words. For example the word heraldry was flas-hed 
before the groups. The five choices which they had. before 
them. were heraldr-y, heradry, hareldr y, leraldry, and heralbry. 
The words used in this test varied in length from words of 
one syllable to words of five syllables. 
II. Part Two - Auditory Discrimina tion 
The second part of the test was one of auditory 
discrimination. A series of twenty words, the spe.llings of 
which have never been taught., were re&d separate.ly to those 
taking the test. For each word read a se-ries of six letters 
appeared on the pupilst test. 
The pupil was to listen to the spoken word and 
circle all of the letters. the sounds of which he heard. For 
example, the word receptive was read and :from these letters. 
E_, E_, !' !_, !, ~' the pupil was expected to have circled the 
12_, _!, and c. The ord.er in which the letter·s appeared. on the 
pupil's test, in some cases were and in others were not the 
order in which they were used in the spoken word. 
Two to four letters were taken from each of the 
spoken words, the lengths of which were from one to five 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Test Two 
Auditory Discrimination 
0 p X 1 t C 11 m e p t · •f s 
v k. m a r 1 12 p f q s t u 
b 1 n t m d 13 b k e f j x 
n v r m u 1 14 u i n 1 a b 
1 m f d b a 15 m f h i k y 
r b c n j t 16 e a h g m n 
y b p d j q 17 s i b g d r 
b d r t p m 18 h j e k 1 e 
s n d 1 b t 19 a o n j d p 
h a c b n d 20 o q h a t s 
syllables. In the case of vowels the long sound was chosen 
and where no vowel was to be chosen, none appeared in the six 
letters. It wa s felt that with new words too much confusion 
would be caused in ;Wrying to· determine the sound of the short 
vowels. 
III. Par t Three - Auditory Discrimination 
Part Three of the group diagnostic test wa s de-
signed to test the auditol'Y discrimination of sounds at the 
beginning of words. A series of thirty words were read to 
the classes. The words were read in t he alphabetical arrange.-
ment used in ::Building Word Power. tl The prefixes d.is, bi, 
t r i, pre, pro, re, en, im, tra ns, and sub are included; as 
well as the blends th, ch, fl, wh, sh, and cl. 
As each word was read the pupils being tested were to 
underline a word which began with exactly the s ame sound they 
heard at the beginning o:f the spoken word. The four words 
from which t he pupils chose started with the s ame letter as 
the spoken word. The first vowel wa s different in ea ch o:f 
the words, only one having the s ame vowel as the spoken word. 
The pupils listened to t he beginning syl l able of t he 
words in order t o find the word which started. with the same 
sound as the word wh ich was read to them. For example, when 
the word fas:cina te was read., the . words which the pupils had 
lnurnell, Donald~ .• Sul livan, Relen B., 
Murphy, Helen A. , Building Word Power, New York, \ .orld Book 
Gompany, 1945. 
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Test Three 
Auditory Discrimination 
filtrate 
felspar 
fortify 
fasces 
hoax heliotrope 
harbinger hygiene 
circlet 
crimp 
caUldron 
consternation 
disafforest diaphragm 
detriment duplex 
nutrient naptha 
nitrogenous nekton 
wanton 
winch 
welfare 
wharfage 
talus titular 
tolerance telford 
variable 
versed 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
barrister biped 
breach be-smirch 
guillotine gyrate 
goad galvanic 
legation 
ludicrous 
lynx 
lampoon 
jargon 
juniper 
rubric 
realm 
seneshal 
skep 
jerrymander 
jovial 
rabble 
rivulet 
singleton 
saboteur 
yearling yak 
yoga yashmak 
vitriol 
vesicle 
before them were filtrate, f9rtify, felspar, and fasces. 'l1he 
pupils were expected to u nderline fasces. 
IV. Part Four-Auditory Discrimination 
Auditory discrimina t ion of sound at the end of 
words was tested in the fourth and last part of the test. 
Thirty words were read to the groups and the pupils asked to 
underline the word which ended in the same sound they heard 
in the spoken word. The ending sounds taught in Building 
Word P·owerl were tested. although not in the order in which 
they appear in the book; and the suffixes les, ing, able, 
est, ti ve, en and ous vvere included as ending sounds. None 
of the spoken words in either test three or four were words 
which have appeared in middle grade spelling lessons. In 
order to g·et words with the necessary endings Walker' s 2 
Rhyming Dictionary was used. 
The four choices the pupils had when the word relentless 
was read. were lessor, ruthles s , lentil, and. recant. All of 
the words contain some sound which wa s heard in the word re-
lentless. Only the word ruthless had the same ending sound. 
This plan of having part of t he spolcen word appear in each of 
the choices wa s followed throughout the test. 
1 Durrell, el al., op. cit. 
2walker, .Tohn, The Rhyming Dictionar y of t he 
English Language. Rev. and enl:-Dy .r. Langmuir, Londo~ 
G. Rautledge and Sons, Limited, 1904. 
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Test Four 
Auditory Discrimination 
pedestal plaintiff 
purvey pelage 
fettle laverock 
kerf tarsal 
rheumatism imbrue 
mature 
lessor 
lentil 
novelty 
solernness 
sacrilege 
sturgeon 
ilmenite 
distil 
axial 
ruthless 
recant 
incense 
typhoon 
sleave 
squid 
voltaism 
organology 
15 tactical 
antacid 
2 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
repress 
botanic 
be gem 
emblaze 
admission 
disguising 
judgment 
gingerly 
impolicy 
peccary 
gimlet 
par ship 
ugliness smilax 
periwig gavial 
paunch eloquent 
squab chastise 
detachable perpetrate 
addict abject 
mirage 
adjuvant 
hebdomad 
ridgy 
gonfalon 
scrutinize 
., 
· :1_ 
C. Administration of the Test: 
I. Gene·ral Information 
The test wa s given to two hundred eight children 
in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of a school in a near 
by industr ial community during the month of June, 1950. As 
reading scores were not available on the Stanford Achievement 
Test1 for eight of the children, the results of only two hun-
dred of t he tests were used. They were distr ibuted a s fol-
lows: fourth grade, 62 pp:pils; fifth grade, 78 pupils; and 
sixth gr ade, 60 pupils. 
The test wa s g iven to each class by t he author. The 
children were most cooperative and. willing to take the tests 
a.s their teacher-s had. explained to them that they were to 
take part in an. experiment. 
The time needed in which to give this test was approxi-
mately 40 minute-s. The children in the slower classes used 
a few minutes more while those in the .more advanced groups 
worked more quickly. 
In the six classes the children were first asked to fill 
in t he blanks on the cover· page of t he test asking for their 
name, school, grade, room, an d. date. They were a sked. not to 
supply their ages, as their a ge a s of t he testing date on the 
Stanford Achievement Test was to be used. by the examiner. 
l Kelley, Truman L., Ruch, G-iles M·., Terman, 
Lewis M., Stanford Achievement Test "Intermed.ia te Lane:,>uage 
Arts Tests For m EM" 'lforld Book C'ompany, 1943 N·ew York. 
========= U-======~~~- =====~~~-~~=-=-=====================-=-·:-==-=-==--=-============~-~======== 
II. Administration of Test One 
Test One was de s i gned to test visual discrimi-
na tion through a quick-flash method. The examiner had pre-
. -~ pared a series of 20 words on oak tag car ds which were to be. 
flashed. separately before the class. Each child had before 
him the test booklet, the first two pages of which c.onta ined. 
t wenty groups of five words each. In each group was one of 
the words to be shown. 
1. demountabel demountable demountble demuontable demount::table 
2.. erubite erud.iet rud.i te erudite errudite 
3. smitherens smitherrens smithereens simthereens simereens 
The first 'Nord to be flashed before the class vva s the 
word demountable. This was the second word in the first 
group. Therefore, the children underlined this word.. The 
second word shown to them was the word. erudite which was the 
fourth word in the second group. These first two words were 
used as samples to inst r uct the classes in how to complete· 
Test One. They were also counted in the scoring. 
In showing the words, while the classe s ar·e getting 
ready to look at the word, hold the ca rd before the group 
=================,---===---======~!====== 
with the back side of t he caru facing them. At the signal 
to look , turn the card so that it may- be read by the entire 
class. In a larg e class room this will necessitate facing 
the r i ght and left hand side of the room as well a s the mi d-
d.le. E·ven in a larg e gr oup the time which elapses from the 
time you ask the group to look unt il the card is pla~ed on 
the desk will not b-e more than 5 sea-onds. Tn a group small 
enough s o that all may see the card at the same time, t he 
time needed will be no more than 3 seconds. 
Detailed instru.ctions for t he g iving of Tes t One are 
found in the T·eacher 1 s 1fanual in the appendix. The complete 
test may be found in the s ample co];Jy of the, test which is 
also in the appendix. 
The complete list of words s hown to the classes was as 
follo·.vs: 
l. demountable 11. tenable 
2. erudite 1 2 . bacillif or m 
3. smithereens 13 . necropoli •S: 
4. obesity 14. anemos cope 
5. diaphragm 15. r egimentation 
6. phlegm 16. heraldry 
7. mono cline 17. ~atastrophe 
8. wistaria 18. gherldn 
9. ecto];Jlasm 19. ex ercitation 
10 . kai.ak 20. fossilife .;r.:'ous 
II I. Administrat ion of Test Tw o 
Raving completed Test One, the children 
were instructed to ·turn to the second test which was the 
first of the auditory discrimination. tests. In this test 
a series of twenty words wer e read individually. From a 
selection of six letters, the children were to underline 
the letter or letters whi ch they had. heard. sounded in the 
word. 
The class was instructed to listen carefully as each 
word was pronounced. After heari ng the word, the children 
were asked to circle all the letters which they had heard. 
1 11 
2 12 
The first word read was the word receptive. The letters 
in the first group to be underlined. were p, ,!, and. c. Volt-
meter, the second word read, called for the v, ~' 1, and r 
to be underlined. The childr en were required to underline 
from two to four letters in each gr oup. The words were re ad 
only once unless someone did not hear. 
The following were t he words used in Test Two. The 
let ters which were expected to be underlined by the children 
are underlined in the words . 
1. rece.ptive 11. palmistry 
2. voltmeter· 12. formula 
---
3. militant 13'. jackal 
----
4. ar ticulation l4. irripun!_ty 
5. def·aliate 15. miserl~ 
----
6. neutral 16. helium 
7. theraEi_ 1?. grou~e 
8. vambrace 18. seethe 
---
9. be stead 19. sodium 
10. quench 20. lathe 
There we r e. sixty-one sounds to be underlined . All of 
the letters of tne a lphabet were used at least once with the 
exception of 2 , w, x, and z. The letter w was omitted in 
error. In using the vowels. with the exception of a short i, 
the long sounds were used.. The sounds tested we-re located. 
at the beginning, middle, and end of the words. 
De tailed. instructions for administering this test may be 
found in the Teacher's M:anual, and the complete Test in the. 
sample copy found in the appendix. 
IV. Administration of" Test Three 
Turning to Test Three the children were instructe·d. to listen 
very carefully to the word. which was read to them. They were 
then t o underline, from a group of four \vords, a word the be-
ginning sound of which was the same as the spoken word.. As the 
words from which the ch ildren had t o choose. had the same in-
itial letter a s the sp oken word,they had to listen to listen 
J ---
---,------
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to the sound of the second, third, and fourth lett.ers in 
order to be able to underline the correct word. 
1. 
3 . 
filtrate 
felspar 
hoax 
harbinger 
fortify 
fasces 
heliotrope 
hygiene 
barrister biped 
2. 
breach be-smirch 
gu.illotine gyrate 
4. 
good galvanic 
The word read for· the fi r st group of words was f a sci-
nate. Working with the examiner,the class discovered that 
the word they were to underline was the word fasces since 
both words started with fas. The second word read to the 
class was the word bisect and t he word biped had to be under-
lined. After reading the word helium for the third gr oup of 
words and asking if heliotrope had been underlined, the test 
continued without further instructions except to, turn to the 
second page of the test. 
There were thirty sounds which were tested in this way 
following the ord.er used. in Building Word Power;1 The pre-
lnurrell, et al. op . cit. 
27 
28 .~ 
~ixes dis, bi, tri, pre, pro, re, en, im, trans, and sub 
were test.ed as well as the blend th, ch, tr, fl, wh , sh, cl 
and br. 
Detailed instruction for administering Test Three will 
be found in the Teacher's Manual. 
rrhe words read in Test Three were: 
1. fascinate 16. thalloid. 
2. bisect 17. v;him.brel 
3. helium 18. cherish 
4. galaxy 19. shanty 
5. circumflex 20. tri:parted. 
6. lucid 21. clo·ven 
7. d.i.sjunoti ve 22. fluvial 
8. judicial 23. bran tail 
9. nitrate 24. precinct 
10. rudiment 25. entrap 
11. welkin 26. prorogra tion 
12. sabot 27. impanel 
13. toltec 28. re.buttal 
14. yokel 29 . transmute 
15. vestal 30 . subordinate 
v.. Administration of Test Four 
-
The third auditory discrimination test and last of 
the series tested. sounds heard at the end of words. The 
========~F==============---=~~~=-=-=~==================================~======= 
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procedure. was the same as that follovved in Test Three except 
that words had to be underlined., the ending of which corre-
sponded to the ending o:f the ward read. 
1 
3 
The thirty words read were as follows: 
1. pelf 
2. emboss 
3. :fetlock 
4. adjudging 
5. maximum 
6. gimp 
7. relentless 
8. smug 
9. so.vereignty 
10. squelch 
11. sledge 
12. persuadable 
13. volatile 
14. myriad 
15. antagonize 
pe.destal plaintiff 
purvey 
fettle 
perf 
pelage 
lave rock 
tansal 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
2 
4 
premonish 
prognostic 
pensivest 
disburden 
illegible 
dominance 
provocative 
infiltration 
lament 
detrimental 
myopic 
ambiguous 
suppliant 
redemptory 
potash 
re:12ress be gem 
botanic emb.laze. 
admission judgment 
disguising gingerly 
29 
Those being tested were instructed to listen with par-
ticular care to the ending sound of the word which was read 
to them. The first word was pelf and the class agreed that 
the second. word or plaintiff was t he word to be underlined. 
For the second group the word emboss was read and. the word 
r epress was underlined. The class needed no further in-
stru.ctions (except to turn to the last page after number 12) 
and the test proceeded. along smoothly. 
Thirty end.ing sounds were tested including the following 
suffixes less, ing, able, est, tive, en, ous, and ory. 
The test booklets were collected immediately upon com-
pletion of Test Four. 
D. Scoring: 
1. Scoring Aid 
In order to facilitate scoring a scoring aid was 
made for each page. This consisted of a mask f or ea ch page 
of the t est with squares cut out allowing only the cor rectly 
underl ined answers to be seen. Specific directions as to the 
use of these masks may be read in the Teacher's Manual. 
II. Test One 
The highest score obtainable in this test was 
twenty points, one point being scored f or each word chosen 
cor rectly. If two words in one group were underlined, al-
though one may have been correct, no credit was g iven. A 
--- --- - --=========--=-==-==-=-==========ll=== 
typographical error was discovered in row seventeen. The 
.,. 
third word was supposed to have been the word to underline. 
Since the letter h was omitted, there was no correct word in 
the line. Therefore, credit was given to all for this line 
(even though many had underlined a word) since the directions 
said that one word from each group was going to be shown. 
III. Test Two 
Sixty-one was the perfect score for Test Two. A 
letter sounded bu.t not underlined was counted as an error. A 
letter not sounded.. but underlined was also an error. The 
total number· of errors was subtra cted from sixty-one to g ive 
the final score. 
In row eleven and thirteen if the letter e vYas 
marked as having been sounded, no error wa s counted since the 
sound of the ! in palmistry and the second ! in jackal may 
have led to some confusion over the vowel sound. 
IV. T·est Three and Four 
The highest possible scor e in both these tests 
wa s thirty points. In eac.h test one point was given for each 
word correctly underlined. 
V. Total Score 
The highest score obtainable is a total of 141 
points. 
GIL;,.PTER III 
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CI:IA.PTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Since visua l and auditory difficulties occur most fre-
quently as the reason for failures in reading,, the :purpose 
of this study was ta construct and eva luate a group diag-
nostic test of word analysis for grades, four, five, and six . 
The results of the test were analysed and the s cores compared 
with the results of a standard rea ding test for the purpose 
of determining whether there was any correlation. 
The test was given to t wo· hundred e.ight children in the 
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of a school · in a near by in-
dustrial community. The results of t wo-hundred of the tests 
were used in this s t udy as t he re a Ciing graCies of eight chil-
dren were not ava ilable. They were distributed a s follows: 
fourth grad.e, s ixty-two pup ils • fifth grade, seventy-eight 
:pupils, a nd sixth grade, sixty :pupils. 
Study of Table I 
Table I shows frequency distribution of the r eading 
grade scores obta ined on the Standford Achievement Testl by 
grades four, five, and six separately and combined. 
The grad.e norm f or the fourth grad.e was 4.7. The 
media n score was 4. 2 which vva s below grade standard. The 
lowest score was 2 .8 and the highest 7. 3 . The range of the 
1Kelley, etal. op. cit. 
32 
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TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF ST.A.NFORD- READI NG 
ACHIEVEMENT SCORES BY GRADES 
Grad.e Equiv . Grade 4 G-rade 5· Grade 6 Total 
9.7-11.0 111 1111 7 
9.3-9.6 111 1 4 
9.0-9.2 1 11 3 
8.7-8.9 1 11 3 
8.3-8.6 1111 4 
8.0-8.2 11 11 4 
7.7-7.9 1 1111 5 
7. 4-7.6 1-l-l-J.. 1 111 9 
7.1-7.3 1 t:/.-1-t 1 1111 11 
6.8-7.0 1 11 ttl/. 1 9 
6.5- 6 .7 11 11 111 7 
6.2-6. 4 11 tttt 111 1111 14 
5.9-6.1 11 tttt 11 1111 13 
5. 6-5.8 111 1111 l-l-1-J.. 1 13 
5 . 3-5 . 5 1111 ' t.ttt 111 1111 16 
5.0-5 .2 · 1-1-1-1- 1 11 11 10 
4 .. 7-4.9 t:/.1-1- 11 J..J..t.t 1111 111 19 
4.4-4.6 11 t.ttt. 1 8 
4.1-4.3 ttt.t 1111 111 12 
3.8- 4 .0 1-1-1-1- 1111 1 1 11 
3.5-3.7 1-t.t.t 111 1111 12 
3 .2-3.4 11 2~ 
2.9-3.1 111 3 
2.6-2.8 1 1 
Total 62 78 60 200 
Norm 4_. 7 5.7 6.7 
Median 4.2. 6.0 6.9 5.7 
Range. 4 .7 6.7 7.3: 8.4 
- -
scores was 4.7. 
In grade f ive the scor es ranged from a low of 3.5 to 
a high of 10.2 with a total range of 6.7. The norm for the 
grade was 5.7 and t he median score was 6.0. 
Grade six had 6.7 for its norm and its median score wa s 
6.9. The lov,rest score for t his group was 3 .8 and the high-
est 11.0 giving a range of 7.3. 
In the total group of reading scores the. gr ades ran 
from 2.8 to 11.0 with a range of 8 .. 4. The median score was 
5.7. 
The highest possible score on the group diagnostic. read-
ing test wa s 141 points. The highest score obtained was 138 
points by a boy in the fifth grade, and the lowest score was 
a lso obtained by a fifth grade boy .which was 57 points. 
Study of Table II 
Table II shows the f requency distr ibution of scores 
obta ined on the diagnostic. read. ing test. The scores obta ined 
in grade four ran from a high score of 130 points t o a low of 
59 :p oints. The r ange· for the gr a de was 71 and the median 
score obta ined was 102.90. 
In grade f ive the highest score obta ined was 1 38 
and the lowest score wa s 57 points. The range for grade five 
was 81 points and the median score was 117.48. 
The highest score obtained in grade six was 1 32. 
points and the lowest score was 72.. The range in this grade. 
r,r:;: 
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TABL:S II 
DI STR I BUTI ON OF SGOR11: S OBTAIIillD ON GR01JP 
DI AGNOST IC R::i!ADI F G TEST BY GR...;.DES 
Score Grade Grade Grade Tot a l 
4 5 6 
1 3 7-139 l l 
134-136 11 2 
131-133 ")..")..")..").. 11 7 
128-130 11 J ..J_J_J •. 11 l-1-1-1- 14 
125-127 111 1-1-.1-t 1111 t.J.tt 11 19 
122-124 111 J.J-1-t 11 t.tt.t 15 
119-121 t/.t.t t..t..t..t 11 t..t..t..t.. 11 19 . 
116-118 11 111 tt..tt 1111 14 
113-115 111 tt..tt 1 J.tt.J. 11 16 • 
110-112 t.tt..t 11 tttt.. 1111 1111 20 
107-109 1 1111 titi 10 
104-106 111 it. it 1 1 10 
:t-01-103 tttt.. tttt 111 111 16 
98-100 1111 1 11 7 
95-97 11 2 
92-9 4 11 11 1 5 
89-91 11 2 
86-88 1 1 
83-85 111 1 l 5 
80-82 0 
77-79 0 
74-76 1 1 2 
71-73. 1111 1 5 
70 & ttt.t.. 1 11 8 
Below 
Total 62 78 60 200 
M.edia n 102 .• 90 117.48 117.15 113.79 
Rang e 71 81 60 81 
-
-
- -
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was 60 and. the median score was 117.15. It was noted. that 
grade five had a median score of .33 higher than grade six 
whose range of" scores was 21 points lower. 
The median score for all grades corr:bined. was 113 . 79 
with a r ange of 81 points. 
Grade 
4 
5 
6 
4- 5-6 
TABLE III 
Summary of the Distribution of Scores 
Obtained on the Diagnosti c Reading Test 
Score Range of :flitedia n 
H1.gh Low Scores 
130 59 71 102 .90 
138 57 8.~ 117.48 
132 72. 60 117.15 
138 57 81 113.79 
No. of 
Pupils· 
62 
78 
60 
2,00 
The summary of Table II shows the highest and. lowest 
scores obta ined in ea ch grade ind.ividual~y and combined. The 
range of scores is shown as well as the med i an scores. It is 
noted. that the highest and l .owes t scores were obtained in the 
fifth grade and that the median score was a lso highest in the 
f if t h grade. 
Study of Table IV 
The resul t s of the re ading s cor es on the. d i agnostic 
t est and the s tandard r eading tes t were divided as n early a s 
was possible into f if t hs . In t able IV t he re l ationship be-
tween the score s obta ined in ea ch test may be det ermined. 
Read ing Tes t 
Grades 
11 . 0- 7.4 
7 . 3 - 6 . 2 
6 .1 - 5 . 3 
5 . 2 - 4 . 3 
4 . 2 - 2 . 8 
TABLE IV 
COMPAR I SON OF SG O~': ES O.BTA I NED ON 
S~CANFORD READI NG T3.;ST -.7I TH SC ORES 
OBTAI NE:D ON DIAGNOS TI C 1.P::!::ST BY F I FTHS 
Group Di agn ostic Tes t Scor es 
.1 3 8-125 1 24-118 11'1-111 1 1U-1 UG. 
~~~~ ~~~} j._j_j.j_ tttt tttt 11 1 
}~~~ {ftt tttt 1111 tttt 1111 1111 
1111 t-1..1-t tt..tt }ft~ ~~~~ 111 11 
1 tttt ~~f~ 1 ~f~f 11 
1 j_j_j_j_ 1 1-1-tt 11 
J. U.l- 5 7 
1 
11 
111 
~~~~ 1 
~§~~ ~~~f 1111 -; 
--
~·t""j 
u f 
Of the thirt y-nine cases Nhich were in the upper fifth_ 
o:f t he group according to grade placement on the· standard 
reading test, twenty of them_ finished. in the upp er fifth 
of the group a ccording to the diagnostic test and ten of 
them were in the second fifth of' the diagnostic scores. 
Looking at the thirty-eight cases found. in lowest fifth 
of the group according to reading scores twenty-four of them 
were f ound. in the lowest group of the diagnostic test results 
while seven of them were in the next lowest group. 
Of the forty-one children who finished in the lowest 
fifth of the diagnostic test 58.53 per cent were in the 
lowest f ifth according to re a ding achievement and 26.82 per· 
cent finished in t he next to t he lowe-st r eading group. 
tot a l of 85.35 per cent of the forty-one ca ses in the lowest 
fifth of the diagnostic test finished in the lower divisions 
of the reading achievement t est. 
There were forty-thiee ch ildren who f i nished in the 
upper fifth of the diagnostic test. Of threse 46.51 per cent 
were in the upper division of r eading achievement and 39.53 
per cent were in the second highest reading group. This 
gave a tota l of 86.04 per cent finishing in the higher groups 
of r eading achievement who were in the upper f ift h of the 
diagnostic t est. 
The distribution of scores was a good. one with twenty 
scores in the upper fifth and t wenty-four scores in the lower 
fifth of the diagram. The one score by a pupil whose rea ding 
?:~8 ) ... 
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achievement was high but who scored in the lower fifth 
of the diagnostic test was balanced by the score o:f a pupil 
who was in the lowest group in reading achievement but in 
the highest group according to the diagnostic test. 
It may be concluded that those o.htaining a high diag-
nostic score were in the higher reading groups and that 
those obtaining a low score on the diagnostic test were also 
in the lower divisions according to the Stanford Achievement 
Test. 
Reading 
Test 
G-rades 
TABLE V 
COiviPARISON OF SCORES OBTAINED BY GRADE F OUR ON 
THE STANFORD READ TITG TEST WITH SCORES OBTAINED 
ON DIAGNOSTIC TEST BY FIFTHS 
G-r oup Diagnostic Test Scores 
130-119 118-110 109-102 101-85 84 - 59 
---------+------------r--------+--------~--------~---------------
7.3 -
5.4 
5.3 -
4.8 
4 .7 -
4.2 
4.1 -
3.7 
,3. 6 
-
?·8 
-
1-1-tt. 1111 111 
111 11 
1 1111 
111 
-
- --
tttt. 1 11 
111 11 111 
11 11 t.t.tt 
11 t.tt.t. 111 
11 
- - --
Study of Table V 
This. table shows only the reading grade and diag-
nostic test s cores obtained by the fourth grade. The results 
of both tests have been divided into fifths. Of the thirteen 
pupils whose scores were in the upper fifth of the diagnostic 
test nine of them were in the upp er fif~h of the reading 
group. Only three in the u pp er fifth of the reading group 
failed to score in the upp er fifth of the diagnostic test. 
In the lower f ifth of the reading group, three 
f i n ished in the lower f ifth of the diagnostic test and seven 
of them f inished in the next to the lowest fifth. The dis-
tribution of scores in the lower fifth of the diagnostic test 
was scatt.ered with three finishing in the lowest fifth of the 
reading group and f ive in the next to lowest group. Five. 
other pupils placed in h igher reading groups. This might in-
dicate that wh ile reading near or above grade level, they are 
in need of specific help in auditory and visua l discrimina-
t ion. 
-0 
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Reading 
Tes t 
G-rades 
10.2-
7.5 
7 .4-
6.4 
6.3-
5 .6 
5'.5:-
4.8 
4.7-
3 .5 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES OBTAI NED BY G~~DE 
FIVE ON THE STANFORD REA.Dll~G TEST WITH 
SGOR!I:S OBTAINED ON DI AGli[OSTIG TEST BY F IFTHS 
Group Diagnostic Test Scores 
138-127 126-121 120-113 112-105 
~i~~ 1 111 1 
1111 t/..1-t I 
1 t.ttt 1111 1111 
1111 tttt. 
11 
' 
11 1 tt.tt 
Study of Table VI 
104-5'7 
1 
1 
1111 
t.ttt. 
1111 
In the fifth grade sixteen pupils were in the uppe.r 
fifth of the group diagnostic test. Of these eleven were in 
the top division of the reading grades and. f'our were. in the 
second highest reading division. 
Fifteen pupils fell in the lowest f i fth according 
to the diagnostic test. Of these, nine were in the lowest of 
the reading grades and four in the nex t lowest. 
========ii============================-========~~======-==~============9F======= 
Reading 
Test 
Grades 
11.0-8. 5 
8.4-7.3 
7.2-6.4 
-- -· 
6.3- a . 7 
5.6-4.4 
'l:lLBLE VI I 
GOMJ?lLR.I SON OF SCOR8S OBTAINED BY GH....4.. DE SIX ON 
THE STANDFOHD READI NG T~ST WITH SCORJ:S OBTAINED 
ON THE Di a GNOSTIC TEST BY FIFTHS 
q.rou.:p Diagnostic Test Scores 
132-125 124-120 119-115 114-108 107-72 
tttt 11 11 1 1 1 
11 111 t.ttt 11 1 
1111 11 11 1111 1 
1 1 tttt 1111 
11 11 1111 111 
Study of Table VII 
In the sixth grade the pattern of the scatter 
diagram was more irregular t han that of the fourth and fifth 
grades. Fourteen :p1ae:ed in the highest fifth of the group 
diagnostic test. Of these seven were in the highest fifth 
of t he reading groups, two in next read ing group, and four in 
the. third fifth. 
Ten pu.p ils were in the lowes t fifth of the diagno~ 
stic test. Three of these were in the lo.west of the reading 
grades, four in the nex t highest group, and one each in the 
other reading groups. 
=·=·--- -====·=-=--===================,===========tl===== 
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Table VIII 
DISTRI BUTION OF SCORES ON TEST. ONE 
VISU.~:\.L DISCRI MINAT IOlif 
I. 
Score Gra de 
' 
Gra de Grade Total 
4 5 6 
20 
19 11 1 3 
18 11 111 5 
17 t.t.t.i 1 6 
16 1 tt.t.t. t.tt.t. 1 12 
15 1 111 4 
14 1 ittt t.it.t. 111 14 
13: t.it.t t t tt. i i i i t.tit 1 28 
t.tt-1- ll 
12 tttt t-ttt- tt1.t. J..1tJ- tt.tt7Itt 30 
11 ittt 11 j_j_j_j_ 1 j_ j_ j_j_ 18 
10 j_j_j_j_ 111 j_f_-j_j_ 111 tttt 111 24 
9 1 tt.tt tttt tt.tt 111 1111 23 
8 titt. 1 ttit 111 14 
7 1111 1111 11 1.0 
6 1111 1 1 6 
5 11 1 3 
Tota l 62 78 60 2:00 
Iledia n 10.00 12.10 12 .20 11.56 
I 
- -
-
Sttidy .of Table VIII 
A perfect score in this test of visual discrimina-
tion was twenty. There wa s no one who obta ined a perfect 
score ·which seemed to indicate that the test was difficult 
enough to test the superior readers of the group tested. 
The median score obtained. by the f ourth grade was 
10.00. The fifth gradets median score was 12.10 while a 
median score of 12.20 was obtained by the sixth grade. The 
median score of the. two· hundred pupils was: 11.56. 
The s.tep-up in scores between grade four and five 
and between grade four and six was satisfactory. No signifi-
cant increase in scores was found. between grade five and. six. 
The scores of this test indicated that it was an 
adequate measure of visual discrimina tion. 
Study of Ta'ble I X 
A perfect score of sixty-one wa s. obta ined by one 
pupil in t he fifth gr ade and three in the same grade received. 
a score of sixty. Fifty-nine was the highest scor e obtaine.d. 
by one student in bath the f ourth and. sixth grades. 
A median score of 47.72 was obta ined by grade four, 
grade five !51.90, and grade six 50.35. ':rhe median s c ore for 
t he entire group was 50.25. 
There was an adequate step-up in scores between the 
fourth and fifth gra.d.es. However, the sixth grade obtained a 
median score lower than the fifth graders score. 
'l'he median score of this test wa s rather a high one 
~,5 
-
Table IX 
DISTRI BUTION OF SGOH.ES ON TES T TWO 
I 
AUDITORY DI SCRI MI NATION 
Score Grade 4 Grade. 5 G-rade: 6 Total 
61 1 1 
60 111 3 
59 1 1 1 3 
58 1 1 
57 11 111 11 7 
56 11 t.tt.t. 11 11 11 
55 llll J._).J.J.. -,:rtr TIT 17 
54 11 tt.tt llll 1111 15 
53 11 tttt 1 tttt 13 
52 tttt j_j_j_j_ 111 13 
51 1111 1111 1111 12. 
50 111 t.ttt. 1 Tmll 16 
49 111 11 Tm1 11 
48 1111 tttt 1 10 
47 1 1 1 3 
46 t.t.tt 1 1111 1111 14 
45 t.tt.t 11 1111 11 
44 11 11 11 6 
43 11 2' 
42. 1 1 2 
41 11 1 1 4 
40 1 1 2 
39 1 1 1 3 
38 1 111 4 
37 1 11 11 5 
36 &: tttt 111 11 1 11 
.tSe .L O'\V 
Total 62. 78 60 200 
liJedian 47.72: 51.90 50.35 50.25 
-==~=--= ~ ·- -
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TABLE X 
DISTRI BUT ION OF SC ORES ON T:q;ST TIL.L?.EE 
AUDITORY DI SCRIMI NATION 
Score Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total 
30 111 1111 111 10 
29 11 j:j_j..j.. tt:t 1- "f_"j_j_j._ Ill 20 
28 titt. t.ttt j_j_j_j._ 1 t.ttt 11 23 
27 111 tttt j_j_j_"j_ ffl¥ 1111 22 
26 111 tt.tt ittt titt itt/. 26 
111 
25. 111 t-1-1-1- 11 t.:t.t-1- 111 18 
24 1111 t..J.t.t t..ttt 14 
23 11 1111 1-t.tt 11 
22 ttit 11 7 
21 11 11 11 6 
20 111 3 
19 tttt 11 7 
18 1 1 1 3 
17 1 1 
16 111 1 4 
15 ttt.t 1 1 7 
14 11 11 4 
13 111 3 
12 &: tt.tt 11 111 1 11 
below 
Total 62 78 60 200 
M:edian 21 . 0 26.19 26. 20 25 .5 
I 
-
-
,.. 
- - -
which would seem to indicate tha t the test was only a. fair 
instrum.ent for measuring auditory dis·crimina tion. It :proved 
to be best suited to the fourth grade. 
Stu.dy of T·able X 
Ten :pupils obtained a :perf"ect score . of thirty and 
twenty rec.eived a score of twenty-nine on the second auditory 
discrimination test. In all, more than one hundred :pupils 
had a score of at least twenty-six correct responses, in-
dicating that test three is a weak instrument for diagnosing 
auditory discrimination of sound at the beginning of words 
or that this :particular group have had much emphasis :placed 
on this type of' discrimina tion. 
Grade four had a median score of 21.00. A. score 
of 26.19 was obtained by grade five and the sixth grade 
re.cei ved a median score of 26.20. The median score for the 
entire group was 25.5. 
There was a significant increase in scores between 
the fourth and fifth gra.de.s. As an instrument for diagnosing 
it was most suited for the fourth grade. 
Stu.dy of Table XI 
A glance at the distr ibu.tio.n of scores on the 
last auditory discrimination test was all that was needed. 
to come to the conclusion that this test was too easy for 
the ma jority of those tested. The scores were clustered 
about the top scores with the entire group having a median 
score of 28.5. A :perfect sco·re was thirty • . There were one 
48 
Table XI 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON TEST FOUR 
AUDI TORY DISCRI MI NAT ION 
Score Grade 4 a.rade 5. Grade 6 Total 
I 
30 t.ttf- 111 tttf- tttt j_j_ j_j_ ttit j_j_j_j_ 53 
t.t.tt. t.t.t.t 111 J-1)-if. 11 
29 tttt j_j..j_j_ titt tttt tttt tti.t tttt 47 
1111 1 "j:j_j_j_ 11 
28 tiit 11 t.ttt tttt j_j_j_f_ titf- tttt. 34 
1 1 
27 tttt 11 tiit. 111 j..j_j_"j_ 1 21 
26 111 111 111 9 
25 1111 1 11 7 
24 1 1 2 
23 11 1 3 
22 11 1 1 4 
21 1 1 2 
20 &: "f._j_j_j_ t.tt.t. 1111 1 18 
below 111 
Total 6.2 78 60 200 
Median 27.21 28 .81 28.73 28.50 
- --
- ~-=- -= - ---· ... 
-
hundred with scores of twenty-nine or thirty. The median 
score of the fourth grade was 27.21, of the fifth grade 
28.81, and the sixth grade 28.73. There was no significant 
increase in scores between grades. Eighteen scored. twenty 
or below on this test. However, the instrument was not 
sensitive enough to be used for diagnosis. 
ti9 
Cli.~TER IV 
SUMivrA.RY . ."'.ND CONCLUSIONS 
CH:A.PTER IV 
SU1~1J1v!ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary: The :purpose of this study was to construct 
and evaluate a group diagnostic test O'f word analysis :for 
grades four, five, and six. The test was given to the chil-
dren of a school in a near by industrial community. The 
scores. resulting from the tests of sixty-two :fourth grade 
:pupils, seventy-eight fi.fth grade :pupils, and sixty sixth 
grade :pupils were analysed. and were compared with the reading 
1 
grades established by the Stanford Achievement. Test. This 
comparison was made for the :purpose· of determining whether 
there was any correlation. 
Conclusions: As a result of the study the following 
conclusions were reached: 
1. The Visual Discrimination Test One- was an adequate 
measure for test-ing visual discrimination. A :perf'ect score. was 
twenty and. the median score o:f the two hundred tested was 11.5 . 
2. On the Auditory Discrimination Teet TWo a :perfect 
score was sixty-one. The median score. of those tested was 
50.25. Test Two was only a fair instrument for diagnosing 
auditory discrimination. It was best suited :for the fourth 
gra de which had a median score of 47.72. 
lKelley, Truman L.; Ruch, Giles M:., Terman, 
Lewis M., Stanford ltchievement Test. n:Intermediate Language 
Arts Tes.ts F·orm E Mn New York, Vforld_ Book Company, 1943. 
=======#=-~~~~===-=====~=-=-==-==-~=-=======-=-=-==-=-=~-=-=~-================== 
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3. Auditor-y Discrimination Test. Three was too easy a 
test to diagnose weaknesses in hearing be ginning sounds. A 
perfect sco r e was thirty and the median score was 25.5. It 
:proved to be most suited for the fourth grade. 21.00 was 
the median score for this gro.up. 
4. With a median score 28.5 Auditory Discrimination 
T:est Four was not a test of sufficient difficulty for the 
purpose· fo·r which it was clesigned. A :per·f'ect score was 
thirty points. 
5. The correlation between the group diagnostic test 
and the reading test of the Stanford Achievement Test was 
high. Those who obtained high scores on the diagnostic 
test sc.ored in the upper group of the standard reading test. 
Those with low diagnostic scores had a low grade placement 
on the reading test. 
6. By means of a group diagnosis test of' visual and 
auditory discrimination it was possible to discover the :pu-
pils in need. of aid in word analysis. 
7. The test was more ad.e·qua te for the fourth gra de 
t han for grades five and six. 
=====!!=-=-=-=-=-=-=------=--=-=-====== 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURT~~ RESEARGR 
1. Give the tes.t to a gro.u:p. of third grade pupils. 
2. Do an item analysis on Test One to determine 
which part of the words (b.eginning, middle, and) was 
most difficult in visual discrimination. 
3. Increase the difficulty of the auditory dis-
crimination tests and repeat the study. 
c:: ... 
,J! ,•'-
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APPENDIX A 
GROUP DIAGNOSTIC TEST 
READING ANALYSIS TEST 
NAME 
SCHOOL ---------------------------
DATE 
RDING. ACH. GRADE ---
TEST ONE 
TEST TWO 
TEST THREE ---
TEST FOUR 
TOTAL 
56 
ROOM 
GRADE---
AGE 
SP. GRADE ---
2 
3 
4 
_, 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Test One 
Visual Discrimination 
57 
demountabel demountable demountble demuontable demount table 
erubite erudiet rudite erudite errudite 
smitberens smitherrens smithereens simthereens simereens 
obesity obecity obbesity obesitee obseity 
daiphragm. diaphargm biaphragm diafragm diaphragm 
plhegm phlegm pblemg phllegm bhlegm 
monocline nonocline momocline monoeiline monoclline 
wisteria wisttaria wistaria westaria wistaria 
etoplasm ectoblasm ectoplazm ect~aplasm ectoplasm 
kiaak kaika kaiak kaeak kaial 
58 
11 temabel tanible tinable tenable tennable 
12 baeillifrom baciliform bacilifrom bacilliform baecilifrom 
13 necorpolis necropolis necropolus nceroplis necropoles 
1~ amenoscope anemoscoep amenocsope anemoscope anenoscope 
15 rigementation reginemtation regimentasion reginentation 
regimentation 
16 heraldry hera dry hareldry leradry heralbry 
17 castrophe catasrope catastrope catastrophe castastrofe 
18 gherskin gerkin ghekin gherkin gherken 
19 ercitation excitation exercitation exercition xerctation 
• 
bossiliferous fosiliferous tossiliferous fossiliferous 
fossilifrous 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
· ~· 
, 
Test Two 
Auditory Discrimination 
o .p x 1 t e 11 m e p t f s 
v k m a r 1 12 p f q s t u 
b 1 n t m d 13 b k e f j x 
n v r m u 1 14 u i n 1 a b 
1 m f d b a 15 m f h 1 k y 
r b c n j t 16 e a h g m n 
y b p d j q 17 s i b g d r 
b d r t p m 18 h j e k 1 e 
s n d 1 b t ' 19 a o n j d p 
h a c b n d 20 o q h a t s 
59 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
• 
Test Three 
Auditory Discrimination 
filtrate 
:relspar 
fortify 
fasces 
hoax heliotrope 
harbinger hygiene 
circlet 
crimp 
cauldron 
consternation 
disafforest diaphragm 
detriment duplex 
nutrient naptha 
nitrogenous nekton 
wanton 
winch 
talus 
welfare 
wharfage 
titular 
tolerance telford 
15' variable 
versed 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
barrister biped 
breach be-smirch 
guillotine gyrate 
goad galvanic 
legation 
ludicrous 
lynx 
lampoon 
jargon 
juniper 
rubric 
realm 
jerrymander 
jovial 
rabble 
rivulet 
seneshal singleton 
skep saboteur 
yearling yak 
yoga yashmak 
vitriol 
vesicle 
60 
16 
eta 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
tenure 
tal aria 
cerite 
cherub 
tip penny 
titular 
frumenty 
fulminant 
percale 
phenol 
porbeag,le 
pedagog 
rubidium 
recant 
--
thallium 
tel ega 
closure 
churlish 
. ~renchant 
trimorph 
fluminous . 
fatidical 
partial 
prefect 
praline 
probative 
----
rident 
rarefy 
30 
17 
19 
21 
23 
25 
27 
29 
subsist 
sufferable 
whimsey 
wimple 
sandarac 
shanna 
-- --
cosine 
closure 
bandora 
brandish 
estuary 
ethereal 
em pale 
imbricate 
tandem 
tarragon 
slu.fate 
superlative 
waver 
wergild 
sanjak 
shoal 
covenant 
clarion 
bobtail 
barnacles 
entelchy 
extrip 
insphere 
encaustic 
transgress 
tremor 
61_ 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
Test Four 
Auditory Discrimination 
pedestal 
purvey 
fettle 
plai~tiff 
pelage 
laveroek 
kerf tarsal 
rheumatism imbrue 
mature 
lessor 
lentil 
noveltY-
- -
solemness 
sacrilege 
sturgeon 
ilmenite 
distil 
axial 
ruthless 
recant 
incense 
typhoon 
sleave 
squid 
voltaism 
organology 
15 tactical 
antacid 
2 
8 
10 
12 
14 
repress 
botanic 
admission 
be gem 
emblaze 
disguising 
judgment 
gingerly 
impolicy 
peccary 
ugliness 
periwig 
paunch 
squab 
gimlet 
parsnip 
smilax 
gavial 
eloquent 
chastise 
detachable perpetrate 
addict abject 
mirage hebdomad 
adjuvant ridgy 
gonfalon 
scrutinize 
62 
16 
8 
22 
24 
26 
28 
premonition monachal 
blandish 
stipe 
ensue 
illusory 
epitaph 
penstock 
·wintriest 
gibbon 
tangible legislate 
tippet 
vocalic 
propulsion 
imperative 
--- ---
circ_umvent largo 
amply 
microhm 
opus 
pluvial 
militant 
menthol 
fistic 
picot 
sequel 
antedate 
30 shallac 
polyp 
1? 
19 
21 
23 
25' 
2? 
tisal 
hypnosis 
dentate 
disburse 
mintage 
domineer 
gyration 
- -~ 
filter 
menhir 
dethrone 
amplify 
assiduous 
nosegay 
profundity 
enzyne 
cloven 
tolerance 
ancillary 
infiltrate 
tracing 
talon 
oriental 
big gin 
gaud 
29 demonstrate eloquent 
torment lottery 
enmesh 
tactics 
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APPENDI X B 
TEACHER'S 1VUnJAL 
T·eacher's Manual 
Directions for Administering T·est 
I. T'ime 
The length of' time needed for administering 
this test is approximately 40 minutes including time spent 
in passing out and collecting the test booklets. The test 
may be given in two sittings of about 20 minutes ea ch if' 
that is more suitable to the school time schedule. 
II. Administering T·est 
Be sure tha t each child has a well-sharpened 
pencil and an eraser. Kee}) some extra pencils at your desk 
to take care of any child whose pencil breaks during the 
test. 
When each child has a copy of the test booklet 
say to the class, n·Look at the front page of y our booklet. 
Do not fill in any of the blanks unt i l I a sk you to do so. 
ltVri te your name where it says Name. n : Pause nWhen you ha d 
done that, write the name of y our school, y our room number, 
and your grade on the correct lines. tt Pause rtNow write 
today's date which is Do not fill in the blank 
which asks for your age. Vfuen you have finished, put your 
pencil down and wait for t he next dir ection. 11 Walk around 
the room checking to see that everyone ha s f illed out the 
needed ihforma tion. 
64 
Test One Visual D·is crimination 
:ropen your booklet to the first test on page one. 
Has everyone found the first page of Test One?" Check to be 
sure. "You see ten groups of words on this page. I am going 
to show you one word from each group and then ask you to find 
the word you saw. You ar e to draw a line underline the word 
when you find it. We'll do the first two words together so 
that you will know what to do. Get ready now. Take up your 
pencils. Point to row one with your free hand, or the pen-
cil if you like, so that you will be able to keep your place 
more easily. 
nwhen I s ay 'Ready', lookup at me. When I say 
'Look', look carefully at t he word I show you.. Then find the 
word you saw on the card in row one. Draw a line under the 
word. Ready - Be sure everyone is looking at you.. "Lookn 
Each time you say Ready, - hold the card be f ore. 
the class with the printing f a cing you. As you say Look, 
turn the card so that it may be read by the entire class. In 
a large class room this will necessita te facing the right 
and left hand side of the room as well as the middle. Even 
in a large group the time which elapses from the time you 
say Look until the card is placed on y our desk will not be 
more than five seconds. If your group is small enough so 
tha t all may see the card at the same time, you will be able 
to show the word in less than three seconds. 
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rrThe word y ou should have underlined in r ow one was the 
second word. How many underlined t he second word? Good, 
Let's go on to Row two. Ready - Look Underlin e the 
word . Which word did you underline? The fourth one is cor -
rect. Are there any questions? You may erase if you make a 
mistake. If you. do not f i nd a word, go on to the next row. 
We will now go on. to the Third Row. Ready - Look -
Underline. rt 
Pr oceed in like manner until the f irst ten have been 
completed. Then say to the cla ss, 11Turn to page two so tha t 
we may f inish the f irst t est ." 
Check the class to see that all ar e on the correct page. 
Use the same pr ocedure f or page two of the test. 
The words shown are: 
1. demountable 11. tenable 
2. erudite 12. bacillifor m 
3. smither eens 13. necropolis 
4. obesity 14. anem;oscope 
5. d i aphragm 15. r egimentat ion 
6. phlegm 16. hera ldr y 
7. monocline 17. catastrophe 
8. wistaria 18. gherkin 
9. ectoplasm 19. exercitat i on 
10. kaiak 20. fossilife:r.-.:>us 
Test Two. - Auditory Discrimination 
Afte r number t wenty has been shown s ay to the 
class, "Now turn to test number two on page three. Ifere 
you see t wenty groups of letters. I am going to read a word 
to you. You are going to underline the letter or letters 
which you hear· sounded in the word. 
nLook at the first group of letters as I read the 
word. The first word is receptive . Did you hear the p, t, 
and c s ounded - receptive? Those are the letters you 
should underline. Let's try number two. The s econd word is 
voltmeter. (Repeat once only if someone doesn't hear) . 'Wha t 
letters did you hear soun ded in that word? V, . M, and R are 
correct. You will continue to underline the letters as I 
read the words. Are there any questions? You nee.d under·-
line a letter only once although you may hear it sounded 
twice in a word." 
Continue reading the words, the complete list of 
which is: 
1. recep t ive 6. neutral 
2. voltmeter 7. therapy 
3. militant 8. vambrace 
4. articulation 9. bestead 
5. defoliate 10. quench 
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11. :palmistry 16. helium 
12. formula 17. grouse 
13·. jackal 18. see· the 
14. impunity 19. sodium. 
15. miserly 20. l a the 
Test Three - Auditory Discriminati.on 
trNow turn t o test number three on :page four. On 
this :page there are f ifteen grou)l!ls of words. I am going to. 
re ad a word. to you. You are to listen very carefully to the 
be ginning of the word and t hen underline a word. which ha s 
t he same beginning- sound. a s the word. which is read. Look at 
the· words in the f irst group. The word. which I am going to 
re ad is fascinate. Do . y ou see tha t t he last word. beg·ins 
exactly t he way· f ascina te does? The sound at t he beg inning 
of' both words is t ·a s. U'nd.erline the word fasces. Now look 
at t he second group of' words. Listen to the word.. Bisect. 
Do y ou see tha t the word. biped beg ins in t he· s ame way that 
bisect does? 'Underline it. You are to cont inue· doing 
exactly the s ame t h ing f or the r est of t his test. Listen 
to . number t hree. rr 
The wor ds re ad in this test are: 
1. f a scina te 
3. helium 
5 . circumflex 
7. disjunctive 
2.. bisect 
4.. galaxy 
6. lucid. 
8. judicial 
··s 
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9. nitrate 10. rudiment 
11. welkin 12. sabot 
13. toltec. 14. y-okel 
15·. vestal 
"Turn to pag·e five for the r est of the test. tt-
16. thalloid 17. whimbrel 
18. cherish 19. shanty 
20. triparted 21. cloven 
22. fluvial 23. bran t a il 
24. precinct 25. entrap 
26. prorogation 27. impanel 
28. rebu.ttal. 29. transmute 
30. subordinate 
Test F·our - Auditory Di.scr imination 
"'Turn now to page six for the beginning of the 
fourth and last test. Test Four is to be done in almost the 
same way as Test Three. H'owever, in this test you are to 
underline words which have the s ame endi.ng a s the word whic.h 
I am going to read. Find and underline a word whic.h ends 
just as the v10rd you will hea r ends. The word is pelf". 
Whic.h word did y-ou underline? The second. word is correc.t. 
In the second. group which wor d ends as the 'WOrd emboss? The 
first word is c.orrec.t. c:ontinue to do just as we have done 
with the first two on this page. Listen now to number three.n 
The words read for this test are: 
===---=-- ---~------------------------------
- ---
1. pel:r 2. emboss 
3. fetlock 4. adjudging 
5. maximum 6 •. gimp 
7. relentless 8. smu.g 
9. sover·eignty 10. squelch 
11. sledge: 12 .• p e;rsuada ble-
, 
13. volatile 14. myriad 
15. antagonize 
ttTurn to the last page of Test Four. 
16. premonish 17. prognostic 
18. pensivest 19. disbur·den 
20. illegible 21. dominance 
2.2. provocative 23. infiltration_ 
24. lament 25. detr·imental 
26. myopic: 27. ambiguous 
28. suppliant 29. redemptory 
30 . potash 
nclose the booklets. Be sure the shee;t with. your name 
is on top. Those sitting in the back sets please collect 
the books. It 
III. Scoring -
Test One 
The highest score· obtainable is twenty points. 
Each word correctly underlined. is worth one point. No credit 
is given where t wo words in one group are underlined.. 
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Place the scoring mask over :page one so. tha t the num-
bers 1, 5, and 10, sho-w in t he circles. Each word. which 
appears in one of the cut-outs is a correct choice and 
should have been underlined. Check each word which has been 
underlined correctly. Correct the second page of the test, 
being sure that numbers 13, 15, and 20 appear in the circles. 
After removing the scoring aid, check to be sure that 
where a word has been marked as being a co.rrect choice, it 
is the only word in that group underlined. Count the number 
o:f correct choices and record score on title page. (Due to 
typing error no correct word appeared in row seventeen. G-ive 
credit to everyone whether or not a word was underlined since· 
it was stated that there was a correct word. in each line.) 
T'est Two 
The perfect score for this test is sixty-one 
points. If the: e in row 11 or 13 is underlined, it is not 
to be counted as an error, since the sound o:f the vowels in 
the words which were read may have led to confUsion. 
Place the scoring mask over the :page so that num-
ber 3 and. 20 show in t he circles. All the letters which show 
are correct responses. :bltark the letters which are underlined 
correctly with an identifying mark and mark with a cross any 
letter showing through the mask which has not been under-
lined. Remove the scoring mask and. count the number of let-
ters which have been marked. with a crass. To this sum add 
the number of letters which have been und.erlined but which 
are incorrect choices. Subtract this total from sixty-one 
and record the answer on the title page. 
Test Three 
The highest score f~r this test is thirty. Place 
scoring a id over page so that 4,5, and 11 shov\T in the. circle. 
Check ea ch correct response. Remove the mask and see that 
only one word has been underlined where a correct response 
has been made. Gorrect the second page of the test in the 
same way being sure that. 18, 22, and 28 show in the circles. 
Count the t ota l number of corr-ect responses and record score 
on title page. 
Test Four 
In Test Four the highest s c·ore is thir~ty points. 
This te st is corrected and scored as Te st Three vras . The 
number of correct responses is to be recor·d.ed. on the title 
page .• 
The total score is obtained by adding the sub-
totals of t he test. A perfectly marked test would have a 
score of 141 points. 
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